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ABSTRACT

The active galactic nuclei (AGN) lobe radio luminosities modelled in hydrodynamical simulations and most analytical models do not address the redistribution of the electron energies
due to adiabatic expansion, synchrotron radiation and inverse-Compton scattering of cosmic
microwave background photons. We present a synchrotron emissivity model for resolved
sources that includes a full treatment of the loss mechanisms spatially across the lobe, and
apply it to a dynamical radio source model with known pressure and volume expansion rates.
The bulk flow and dispersion of discrete electron packets is represented by tracer fields in
hydrodynamical simulations; we show that the mixing of different aged electrons strongly
affects the spectrum at each point of the radio map in high-powered Fanaroff & Riley type II
(FR-II) sources. The inclusion of this mixing leads to a factor of a few discrepancy between the
spectral age measured using impulsive injection models (e.g. JP model) and the dynamical age.
The observable properties of radio sources are predicted to be strongly frequency dependent:
FR-II lobes are expected to appear more elongated at higher frequencies, while jetted FR-I
sources appear less extended. The emerging FR0 class of radio sources, comprising gigahertz
peaked and compact steep spectrum sources, can potentially be explained by a population of
low-powered FR-Is. The extended emission from such sources is shown to be undetectable for
objects within a few orders of magnitude of the survey detection limit and to not contribute to
the curvature of the radio spectral energy distribution.
Key words: galaxies: active – galaxies: jets – radio continuum: galaxies.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
This is the second in a series of papers presenting an analytical model for the evolution of active galactic nuclei (AGN) radio
sources. In our first paper (Turner & Shabala 2015), we developed
a model, Radio AGN in Semi-analytic Environments (RAiSE), for
the dynamical evolution of the lobes of AGNs; it builds on the
theoretical framework developed in previous models (e.g. Kaiser
& Alexander 1997; Blundell, Rawlings & Willott 1999; Kaiser &
Cotter 2002; Luo & Sadler 2010). Our model relaxes several restrictions imposed in this earlier work including on the profile of the host
halo environment and the self-similar expansion of the pressureinflated lobe. Some simplifying assumptions are retained to keep
the problem analytically tractable, e.g. homogeneous lobe magnetic
fields. In a companion paper (Turner, Shabala & Krause 2017),
we develop robust Bayesian algorithms for fitting the jet powers,
ages and magnetic field strengths of radio sources, including in
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situations when incomplete observational data are available. Here
we provide a general analytic form for the radio emission.
Radio-loud AGNs consist of twin jets emanating in opposite directions from the regions around the supermassive black hole, typically located near the centre of its host galaxy. These jets interact
with the surrounding gas, inflating an underdense ‘lobe’ with synchrotron radio emission arising from shocked leptons injected by
the jet. These radio sources are separated into two classes based on
the observed distribution of radio surface brightness in their lobes
(Fanaroff & Riley 1974). Fanaroff & Riley type II (FR-II) sources
have well-defined jet termination shocks, known as ‘hotspots’, located towards the ends of edge-brightened lobes; type I sources
have their regions of highest surface brightness close to the core.
The Turner & Shabala (2015) model simulates the evolution of
radio sources that commence their expansion with an FR-II type
morphology, though may later transition into pressure-limited expansion for weaker sources. The behaviour of the jet and the injected
synchrotron-emitting electrons largely determine the observed morphological class. The jet plasma generates a recollimation shock
when the sideward ram pressure of the conical jet matches the
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pressure of the ambient medium (Krause et al. 2012). This recollimation shock stabilizes the jet if it reaches the jet axis before the
jet runs out of thrust, leading to an FR-II morphology. However,
if the jet cannot be stabilized, a flare point as seen in observations
of type I objects forms. The outward flow of plasma may lead to
backflow and the inflation of radio lobes, or the prototypical smokelike plumes (e.g. 3C31; Leahy, Bridle & Storm 2013); a different
dynamical model is required for such ‘flaring jet’ sources.
In this paper, we extend the dynamical model detailed in Turner
& Shabala (2015) for initially FR-II type radio sources to include an
analytic prescription for the spatial distribution of the synchrotron
lobe luminosity. In Section 2, we describe a general luminosity
model that is applicable for radio sources expanding into environments consistent with literature X-ray observations, and with
arbitrary volume and pressure evolution (e.g. not self-similar as
is commonly assumed in dynamical models). We then discuss an
analytical model for the three-dimensional spatial luminosity distribution for any simulated radio source in Section 3. In Section 4, we
combine this resolved emissivity model with the dynamical model
of Turner & Shabala (2015) for lobed FR-II/I radio sources, and
investigate the validity of some simplifying assumptions. A model
for low-powered ‘flaring jet’ FR-I sources is developed in Section 5,
and the potential for these ‘flaring jet’ sources to explain the spectral
features and compact nature of gigahertz peaked spectrum (GPS)
and compact steep spectrum (CSS) sources is investigated. Finally,
the effect of observing radio sources close to the detection limit in
future radio continuum surveys is explored in Sections 6.
The  cold dark matter concordance cosmology with M = 0.3,
 = 0.7 and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 (Komatsu et al. 2011) is assumed throughout the paper.
2 LOBE EMISSIVITY MODEL
We propose here a radio source luminosity model that can be applied
to any dynamical model, be it analytical or numerical. This means
that the radiative losses are not taken into account self-consistently
in the evolution of the lobe pressure. The assumption is valid in a
situation where the radiative losses do not change the lobe pressure
significantly. This is always a good assumption if the lobe pressure
is dominated by non-radiating particles such as protons. However,
the assumption is also reasonable for purely leptonic plasmas; given
electron injection indices steeper than s = 2, most of the energy is
contributed by the low-energy electrons. We confirm the validity of
neglecting radiative losses a posteriori. Note that adiabatic losses are
taken into account in numerical and published analytical dynamical
models.
Kaiser & Alexander (1997) and Kaiser, Dennett-Thorpe &
Alexander (1997) developed a model describing the temporal evolution of the powerful FR-II class of radio sources, including a full
treatment of the radiative loss mechanisms for the lobe integrated
luminosity. However, these models make a number of simplifications to remain analytically tractable: (1) the external density profile
is approximated by a single power law with a constant exponent (inconsistent with X-ray cluster observations; Vikhlinin et al. 2006),
and (2) the radio lobes are assumed to expand in a self-similar
manner and in the strong shock supersonic expansion limit. In this
section, we rederive their luminosity model for general radio sources
that are not constrained by these restrictions.
We have eliminated many significant simplifying assumptions
from previous radio source models; however, we must still make
some assumptions to keep the model analytically tractable including
(1) a spherically symmetric ambient medium, (2) a homogeneous
MNRAS 473, 4179–4196 (2018)
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magnetic field (excepting any gradients across the lobe) that contributes a constant and uniform fraction of the total internal pressure
and (3) no reacceleration of the synchrotron-emitting electrons by
weak shocks or turbulence. The Turner & Shabala (2015) dynamical model can simulate radio AGN with each lobe expanding into
different environments, and moreover the mathematical framework
enables different density and temperature profiles to be assumed
along every radial line from the central engine. However, without a
compelling reason to choose a more complicated description in this
work, we adopt a spherically symmetric environment. By contrast,
we must defer to hydrodynamical simulations to understand inhomogeneities in the magnetic field (but see e.g. Hardcastle 2013)
and equipartition factor (i.e. the ratio of energy densities in the
field and particles). The assumption of a uniform and temporally
constant fraction of total energy density in the magnetic field is verified by the three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic simulations
of Hardcastle & Krause (2014, their fig. 2). The turbulent nature
of the flow is not expected to lead to a strong amplification of the
magnetic field; it will however lead to fluctuations of the magnetic
field and β = 8πp/B 2 of a factor of a few to 10 (Gaibler, Krause
& Camenzind 2009). This leads to a corresponding lack of noise in
our model on all scales. We show throughout this work that despite
these shortcomings our model still captures the main features of
observed sources.

2.1 Unresolved, continuously injected electron model
The radio lobe luminosity is modelled throughout the source lifetime by determining the evolution of the spectral energy distribution
(SED) of synchrotron-emitting electrons and of the lobe volume.
The spectral emissivity per unit volume J(ν) arising from a packet of
synchrotron-emitting electrons expanding adiabatically with pressure evolution p(t) is described in Appendix A. The luminosity of
a lobe with constant emissivity is found using L(ν) = 4πJ (ν)V ,
where V is the emitting volume of the entire lobe. In general, the
emissivity depends on the electron populations that are injected at
different times in the radio source evolutionary history. The lobe
has very different volumes at these times, and we thus express the
volume in integral form,
 t
 t
dV (ti )
av (ti )V (ti )
dti =
dti ,
(1)
V (t) =
dti
ti
0
0
where the volume V(t) of the entire lobe expands from some volume
V(ti ) when a given packet of electrons is injected at time ti . The lobe
volume expands over this time as V ∝ t av , where av can be a slowly
varying function of time. The luminosity of the radio AGN lobe is
then found from our emissivity and volume expressions:
 t
4πJ (ν, t, ti )av (ti )V (ti )
dti .
(2)
L(ν, t) =
ti
0
These expressions can be rewritten solely in terms of the key parameters in our model: lobe pressure p, volume V and the equipartition factor q. That is,
L(ν, t) = K(s)ν (1−s)/2

q (s+1)/4
× p(t)(s+5)/4 V (t)Y(t),
(q + 1)(s+5)/4

(3)

where the equation for the losses over the entire radio lobe at source
age t is given by


 
 t
av (ti ) p(ti ) 1−4/(3c) V (ti ) γi 2−s
dti ,
(4)
Y(t) =
ti
p(t)
V (t) γ
0
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with γ the Lorentz factor at the present epoch and γ i at the time of
electron injection. In the case of impulsive electron injection at the
present time, ti = t, the integral in this equation evaluates to unity,
as expected in the case of no energy losses. Finally, the radio source
specific constant K(s) in equation (3) is defined through

(s+5)/4
e2 μ0
κ(s)
K(s) =
me (s+3)/2 c(s + 1) 2(c − 1)
 s/2  2−s

2−s
1−s −1
3
γmin − γmax
γ 1−s − γmax
− min
×
,
(5)
π
s−2
s−1
where c is the speed of light, e and me are the electron charge and
mass, μ0 is the vacuum permeability,  c is the adiabatic index of
the lobe and κ is a constant dependent solely on the injection index
s as defined in equation (A2). Additionally, γ min and γ max are the
Lorentz factors corresponding to the low- and high-energy cut-offs
to the injection electron energy distribution.
2.2 Modelling mock radio sources
The radio lobe luminosity model derived in the previous section
can be boot-strapped atop analytical or numerical lobe dynamical models for which the pressure and volume temporal evolution is known. We first illustrate this process with a radio
lobe from the dynamical model of Turner & Shabala (2015).
Their model fits a series of broken power laws to the pressure profile, and evaluates lobe pressure, volume and axis ratio
at each time-step. Here, we further fit a broken power-law time
series to these model outputs, namely the volume and pressure
of the lobe. The temporal evolution of these simulation parameters is represented by the power-law exponents ap and av , where
p ∝ t ap and V ∝ t av . These exponents are calculated by interpolating loglinearly at each time-step, p(tn+1 ) = p(tn )(tn+1 /tn )ap (tn ) and
V (tn+1 ) = V (tn )(tn+1 /tn )av (tn ) . Here, the time-steps run backwards
in time from the source age to the time of electron injection as for
the Lorentz factor recurrence relation in equation (A10), i.e. t0 = t
and tN = ti . The Lorentz factor at the time of observation and the
time of electron injection can thus be calculated. The precision of
the loss mechanism integral is increased by interpolating the data
points from the dynamical model enabling higher cadence sampling
in injection time.
2.3 Evolutionary tracks
Radiative loss mechanisms, including adiabatic, synchrotron and
inverse-Compton, can change the jet power–luminosity relation by
over an order of magnitude as a radio source ages (Kaiser et al. 1997;
Blundell et al. 1999; Manolakou & Kirk 2002; Shabala & Godfrey 2013; Turner & Shabala 2015). Kaiser et al. (1997) proposed
a method for simulating the losses in self-similar FR-II radio lobes
expanding into environments modelled by a single power-law density profile. In our prescription, both the density and temperature
profiles can vary with radius in an arbitrary manner, and differ for
each radio lobe (Turner & Shabala 2015). This enables observed
environments of a real source or any arbitrary environments to be
used as the basis for the radio source dynamics.
The differences in the evolutionary tracks modelled using either
the power-law Kaiser et al. (1997) environments or a more complex environment allowed by our model are shown in Fig. 1. The
single power-law assumption leads to a perfect power-law fall-off
in luminosity for the lossless case and when including losses due
to the adiabatic expansion of the self-similar lobe. Losses due to
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Figure 1. Top panel: luminosity–size tracks for a 1.3 × 1039 W jet power
radio source at z = 0.5, expanding into an environment with density
ρ = 7.2 × 10−22 kg m−3 at a radius of 2 kpc falling off with a power-law
profile with constant exponent β = 1.9. Five profiles are plotted, showing
the luminosity for the lossless case, with only adiabatic losses, with adiabatic and inverse-Compton losses, with adiabatic and synchrotron losses,
and with all loss mechanisms. Bottom panel: same as the top panel but for
an environment based on X-ray cluster observations with the same sub-halo
mass and virial radius as simulated for the power-law density profile.

synchrotron radiation preferentially reduce the luminosity at early
times whilst losses due to the inverse-Compton scattering of cosmic
microwave background (CMB) radiation are only noticeable after
∼100 Myr. By contrast, fitting a declining density profile to the host
sub-halo environment yields significant curvature in the lossless luminosity with values two orders of magnitude lower in the cluster
core regions. The adiabatic losses no longer yield a constant difference in luminosity either since we are not assuming self-similar
expansion.
3 S PAT I A L LY R E S O LV E D L O B E L O S S E S
The method described thus far for calculating the lobe luminosity implicitly assumes that synchrotron-emitting electrons are uniformly injected at locations throughout the entire lobe volume. An
alternative interpretation is that the model assumes that the radio
source is unresolved and these injection locations cannot be determined. Either way, when considering the emission from a resolved
source, in which all1 electrons are accelerated at a compact hotspot
in FR-IIs or flare point in FR-Is, a different approach must be taken.
1 Shocks throughout the radio lobe may reaccelerate electrons back up to
higher energies; however, here we assume this process to have only a minor
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3.1 Spatially distributed and impulsively injected
electron model

Then as for the unresolved radio lobe, upon substituting in the
expressions for the lobe volume and emissivity we obtain

The different injection locations and pressure distributions seen in
types I and II radio sources lead to different evolution of their electron populations. The volume and pressure evolution used for the
electron populations in lobed FR-II radio sources continues to be
described by the large-scale dynamics of the lobe. This assumption is valid because the high sound speed in the lobe brings the
entire lobe into approximate pressure equilibrium (corrections can
be applied for the higher pressure expected at the hotspot; Kaiser
& Alexander 1999). The volume initially occupied by each injection of electrons should similarly increase in proportion to volume
of the entire lobe. The situation is different for the smoke-like
plumes of plasma seen in ‘flaring jet’ FR-Is, which are in approximate pressure equilibrium with their surroundings and slowly coast
down the declining pressure gradient beyond the flaring point. The
pressure and volume occupied by an electron packet at this acceleration site remains constant throughout the source lifetime. The
subsequent evolution can be characterized using an FR-I dynamical
model (see Section 5; Luo & Sadler 2010).
In the following, we assume that the losses at a given location
in the lobe result from electrons all accelerated at the same time.
These synchrotron-emitting electrons traverse the distance from the
site of particle acceleration to their present time location as part of
the large-scale motions of plasma in the lobe (e.g. backflow from
the hotspot for FR-II sources, or forward flow from the flare point
for twin-jet FR-I sources). The emission at individual locations in
the lobe now arises solely from a single injection time. The volume
occupied at the present time by an electron packet injected between
ti and ti + dti is given by
 t
dV (ti ) 
δ(ti − ti (r))
dti ,
(6)
dV (t, r) =
dti
0

dL(ν, t, r) = K(s)ν (1−s)/2

where r is the radial position vector of the present-time electron
emission region from the acceleration site. For lobed FR-II type
radio sources, the differential volume element of the plasma comprising electrons of the age at position r can be written more neatly
as
dV (t, r) =

av (ti (r))V (ti (r))
dti .
ti (r)

(7)

This form enables the integrated luminosity to be easily calculated
using numerical integration.
By contrast, in low-powered flaring jet FR-I sources, the flare
point acceleration site is stationary and unchanging in pressure
throughout the source lifetime (we further discuss flaring jet dynamics in Section 5). The volume of the injected electron packets at
the time of acceleration is thus constant, i.e. V (ti (r)) = Vi and hence
dVi /dti = 0, where the volume Vi is related to the size of the flare
point. The synchrotron-emitting electrons propagate outwards from
the flaring point towards the maximal extent of the radio plume,
reaching their present-time location r in time te (r) = t − ti (r). The
volume integral in equation (6) is therefore recast in terms of this
electron travel time te for low-powered sources.
The luminosity of the lobe section at radial position r is now
given by
dL(ν, t, r) = 4πJ (ν, t, ti (r))dV (t, r).

(8)

effect on the electron energy distribution. This is likely to be true particularly
for the subsonic flow of plasma beyond the flare point in FR-Is.
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q (s+1)/4
dV (t, r)
(q + 1)(s+5)/4

1−4/(3c ) 

γi (r) 2−s
(s+5)/4 p(ti (r))
×p(t, r)
,
p(t, r)
γ

(9)

where in lobed FR-IIs, p(t, r) and p(ti (r)) are the modelled lobe
pressure at the present time and the time of electron injection, respectively. Low-powered flaring jet radio sources, which do not
have constant pressure lobes, instead take p(ti (r)) as the flare point
pressure and p(t, r) as the pressure of an electron packet that has
propagated for time te (r) along the plume. This equation can alternatively be applied to the local variations in the pressure of powerful
FR-IIs predicted by hydrodynamical simulations.
3.2 Temporal evolution of synchrotron-emitting electrons
The entire lobe radio luminosity is reduced at higher frequencies due
to the power-law fall-off in the energy of the electron population, i.e.
Lν ∝ ν (1 − s)/2 for s ∼ 2–3. The frequency-dependent nature of the
loss mechanisms implicitly included in equation (9) further reduces
the intensity of emission at higher frequencies as the synchrotronemitting electrons age. This can be demonstrated by combining
equations (A9) and (A10) for the number of synchrotron-emitting
electrons injected at some time ti that are emitting at frequency
ν ∝ γ 2 at the time of observation t. That is,
N (ν, t, ti ) dν = N1 (t −av /3 − a2 (t, ti )k1 ν 1/2 )s−2 dν,

(10)

where N1 is some arbitrary constant of proportionality and k1
is defined such that γ = k1 ν 2 [see equation (A3)]. The function
a2 (t, ti ) derived by Kaiser et al. (1997) is not a function of frequency, and increases as ti /t gets very small. The number density
of electrons emitting synchrotron radiation at the present time at
a given frequency may therefore reduce to zero for suitably small
ti /t, i.e. a2 (t, ti )  t −av /3 /(k1 ν 1/2 ). That is, there is a cut-off injection age below which synchrotron-emitting electrons cannot emit
at a given rest frequency at the present time. Moreover, this cutoff injection age is expected to be a strong increasing function of
frequency, i.e. ti cut = f(ν 1/2 ). The loss function for a typical radio
source is shown in Fig. 2 for five standard observing frequencies.
The losses due to the inverse-Compton upscattering of CMB photons are a strong function of both the age of synchrotron-emitting
electrons and the source redshift. The cut-off injection ages shown
are therefore likely to vary greatly for different sources.
3.3 Spatial distribution of electron ages
The synchrotron age distribution throughout radio AGN lobes is
likely a complicated function of position; however, spectral ageing does identify a general linear increase in age away from the
hotspots of FR-II class sources (e.g. Jamrozy et al. 2008; Harwood
et al. 2013). This increase in synchrotron age arises due to a backflow of plasma carrying freshly injected electrons away from the
hotspot towards the AGN core in FR-IIs. In unconfined FR-Is, a
similar role is played by forward flow from outflowing jets. These
observations, although informative, can only estimate the average
electron age in a three-dimensional slice along the line of sight.
Hydrodynamical simulations or some other physically based argument is required to properly characterize the spatial distribution of
synchrotron-emitting electrons. In this work, we assume that the
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Table 1. Hydrodynamical simulations run in this work using the PLUTO
code. The reliability of the results from the main simulation Base is tested
for changes to the Mach number (column 2), jet-to-environment density
ratio (column 3), the profile assumed for the host gas density (column 5)
and the resolution (column 6). The ages to which the radio lobe is simulated
are also included (column 4).

Figure 2. Synchrotron-emitting electrons’ emissivity as a function of the
electron injection time (for a typical 100 Myr source at z = 0.5; refer
to Fig. 1) for five typical observing frequencies of 151 MHz, 500 MHz,
1.5 GHz, 5 GHz and 15 GHz. Electrons injected at younger than approximately half the source age for this example source emit no radiation at the
time of observation.

Simulation

M

Aρ

Age
(sim. unit)

Profile

Resolution
(cells, rcyl × z)

Base
Jet Power
Axis Ratio
Density
Resolution

100
50
100
100
100

0.01
0.01
0.001
0.01
0.01

8, 9, 10
8, 9, 10
8, 9, 10
10
10

flat
flat
flat
ρ = 1/r
flat

750 × 1800
750 × 1800
750 × 1800
750 × 1800
1500 × 3600

sensitivity analyses or a high-resolution map with 1500 × 3600 and
120 pixels across the jet for the final analysis. The jets of powerful
FR-II radio sources are assumed to quickly collimate; we therefore inject a constant width jet into the simulation grid to reduce
computation time.
4.2 Tracing the rate of backflow

synchrotron age increases with radial distance from the injection
site at some speed b(r) + db(r), guided by hydrodynamical simulations for FR-IIs and analytic theory for FR-Is. Typical values for
this flow rate estimated using spectral ageing lie somewhere in the
range b = 0.01–0.1 pc yr−1 (Jamrozy et al. 2008).
4 P OW E R F U L R A D I O G A L A X I E S
The spatial distribution of energy losses in the synchrotron-emitting
electron population is typically not considered in analytical models (e.g. Kaiser et al. 1997) and hydrodynamic simulations (e.g.
Hardcastle & Krause 2013, 2014; but see e.g. Jones, Ryu &
Tregillis 1999). This, in turn, leads to oversimplified predictions for
the spatial distribution of radio continuum emissivity. The framework derived in Section 3 is employed in this section using results
from the Turner & Shabala (2015) model. The detailed spatial distribution of the synchrotron-emitting electrons in FR-II type sources
after they are injected into the lobe is modelled using hydrodynamical simulations.
4.1 Hydrodynamical simulations
The hydrodynamical simulations in this work use the freely available PLUTO2 code, version 4.2, described by Mignone et al. (2007).
We model the radio lobes in two-dimensional cylindrical coordinates to ensure an ample number of cells along the length of the jet,
and in particular at dynamically complex regions such as the working surface. Modelling of the lobe using cylindrical coordinates in
the PLUTO code ensures the correct three-dimensional spatial dependence of physical parameters as the fluid from the jet terminal
shock disperses along the lobe. Krause & Camenzind (2001) find
that a resolution of greater than approximately 50 pixels across the
jet width yields internal energies, axis momentum, mass and average bow shock velocities within 5 per cent of the convergent true
value. This study was performed in two dimensions with the PLUTO
code. The simulations in our work will therefore use either a lowresolution grid of 750 × 1800 with 60 pixels across the jet for our
2
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The spatial distribution of synchrotron-emitting electrons throughout the radio lobe is simulated by injecting tracer fields into the jet
(and thus lobe) at regular intervals and tracking their motion. The
location of these tracer fields within the lobe at any given radio
source age is used to calculate the contribution to the emission in
any region from the various age electrons. Tracer fields are injected
every 0.2 simulation units up to the source age of t = 10 simulation units. The use of the hydrodynamical simulations is maximized
by examining the distribution of the tracer field at source ages of
t = 8, 9 and 10 simulation units. Hydrodynamical simulations are
run for three high-powered radio sources using the low-resolution
grid, with the key parameters varied between runs. The external
Mach number of the jet (jet velocity/ambient sound speed) M,
which is directly related to the jet power, is simulated for a base
case of M = 100 and varied to a lower M = 50. The ratio of the
density in the jet to ambient medium, related to the lobe axis ratio,
is simulated for Aρ = 0.01 and 0.001, as listed in Table 1. The single
high-resolution grid is used to confirm the stability of our results.
Note that the non-dimensionalized parameters in these simulations
can be scaled (one-to-many) into equivalent physical properties following the method of Krause et al. (2012). A further simulation
was run with a non-constant slope density profile to confirm that
the backflow of plasma within the high sound speed radio lobe is
unaffected by environment as theoretically expected.
The backflow of lobe plasma simulated using PLUTO for our Base
case is plotted in Fig. 3. The fluid injected at the jet terminal hotspot
initially flows smoothly back towards the core, but the flow becomes
more turbulent after travelling back less than half of the lobe length.
The tracers become somewhat dispersed thereafter, though their
progression along the length of the lobe is still apparent. The average
location of the tracer field is plotted in the top half of the figure.
This shows an initially rapid progression towards the core before
the tracer accumulates at approximately one-fifth the lobe length
(from the core). The tracer of course spreads out well beyond this
mean position; the distribution of the tracer out to the 2σ noise
level is therefore taken when modelling the spatial distribution of
the synchrotron-emitting electrons.
The injection age for the synchrotron-emitting electrons is taken
as the time they begin to spread radially, which we confirmed
MNRAS 473, 4179–4196 (2018)
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Figure 3. Hydrodynamical simulation (Base run) of backflow of packets of
synchrotron-emitting electrons from the hotspot injection site towards the
core. The bottom half of the plot shows the magnitude of the velocity of the
lobe plasma as it travels both along the jet with velocity scaled to unity, then
back towards the core once injected into the lobe. The white dashed line
marks the contact discontinuity between the lobe plasma and the shocked
interstellar medium. The solid black line in the top half of the plot shows the
average location of the tracer fields injected at the current source age (point
at start of jet) through to the packet injected at the instantiation of the source.
The points are spaced along the average backflow path every one-tenth of
the source age of t = 10 simulation units.

visually coincides with passing through the terminal shock of
the jet. The spread of synchrotron-emitting electrons of each injection age is calculated along a radial axis extending outwards
from the hotspot injection site, i.e. we are only concerned with
travel time from the hotspot. The spatial distribution of the various age electrons along the axis is plotted in Fig. 4 for each
of the three low-resolution simulations at t = 8, 9 and 10 simulation units. The radial axis is scaled to the total lobe length (i.e.
the length of the lobe is one in simulation units) and the age of the
electrons is scaled to the source age (i.e. freshly injected electrons
have zero age, the oldest electrons have age unity). The fits to the
mean location of the tracer are consistent for each simulation (filled
red circles), suggesting that these results are scalable to any highpowered FR-II radio source. Similarly, the plotted 1σ spread in the
tracer is comparable for each simulation. Importantly, this figure
shows that the bulk of freshly injected electrons emit close to the
hotspot, and thus much of the lobe may not be visible in sources
where the loss mechanisms prevail.
The average location of the electron packets as a function of
synchrotron age is determined from these simulations by fitting a
fourth-order polynomial to the data. The spread is similarly characterized by fitting a fourth-order polynomial to the distribution of
the standard deviations. These two fits are
r̃(τ ) = 3.5τ − 6.6τ 2 + 6.4τ 3 − 2.4τ 4

(11a)

dr̃(τ ) = 0.1 + 1.6τ − 4.2τ 2 + 4.3τ 3 − 1.6τ 4 ,

(11b)

where the non-dimensionalized synchrotron age and radial vector
are τ = 1 − ti /t and r̃, respectively. For a typical source age of
10 Myr and distance from the hotspot injection site of 10 kpc, this
yields a backflow velocity of approximately 0.02c (cf. Alexander
& Leahy 1987) until the electrons begin to accumulate near the
core. This relation is applied in our spatially resolved loss model of
MNRAS 473, 4179–4196 (2018)
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Figure 4. Age of synchrotron-emitting electrons as a function of distance
from the hotspot injection site for the three low-resolution simulations (as
indicated in panels). The points show the mean position of the tracer field
for a packet of injected electrons at times t = 8 in grey (open circles), t = 9
in purple (triangles) and t = 10 simulation units in red (filled circles). The
error bars show the 1σ spread in the tracer field along the radial vector r.
Polynomial fits to the 1σ spread in the tracer field are plotted with solid grey
lines, showing that the bulk of freshly injected electrons emit close to the
hotspot.

Section 3 to more realistically estimate the multi-frequency emissivity of spatially resolved radio sources.
4.3 Three-dimensional emissivity distribution
The prescription for calculating the three-dimensional emissivity distribution of arbitrarily shaped radio lobes was detailed in
Section 3. The shape of the lobe occupied by synchrotron-emitting
plasma is modelled using the outputs from the Turner & Shabala
(2015) dynamical model. In this work, we only use this model to
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Figure 5. Schematic of method used to apply spatial loss model to the
output of the Turner & Shabala (2015) dynamical model. At the time-step
of interest, the spatial distribution of the synchrotron-emitting electrons is
calculated, e.g. the blue shading shows the spread of electrons injected at
times [ti , ti + dti ). The spread of these electrons and their emissivity are
both calculated in terms of the radial position vector r.

represent powerful FR-II sources whose jets extend to a terminal
hotspot at the end of the radio lobe.3 The origin of the radial vector
r is therefore positioned along the jet axis at the maximal extent of
each lobe in our simulated radio sources, as shown in Fig. 5. The
spatial loss model requires knowledge of only the evolutionary history of the spatial pressure distribution and the volume of the lobe
as a whole. The pressure of high-powered FR-IIs is approximately
constant across the lobe at any given time due to the high internal
sound speed, and we can therefore assume an average lobe value.
The final location of the synchrotron-emitting electrons is therefore
unimportant to the calculation of the emissivity from a given age
electron packet, only the effect they have on the emissivity distribution of the resolved lobe. The contribution to the total lobe
emissivity from synchrotron-emitting electrons in each injection
age range [ti , ti + dti ) can therefore be calculated using equations
(7) and (9), based on the lobe pressure and volume taken from
Turner & Shabala (2015).
The location of a given age packet of electrons within an FR-II
radio source is determined from (1) their location within the nondimensionalized lobe modelled using hydrodynamical simulations,
and (2) scaled to the physical size and age of the radio lobe using
the Turner & Shabala (2015) model. The radio source emissivity
is visualized by constructing a three-dimensional grid of pixels.
Any pixels determined to lie outside the lobe defined at any given
time-step by the Turner & Shabala (2015) model are flagged and
excluded from the emissivity calculation. The synchrotron-emitting
electrons of each age are distributed through the lobe grid following a Gaussian profile described by the mean radius and standard
deviation fitted by equation (11b). This Gaussian distribution is
truncated at the 2σ level. The synchrotron emissivity arising from
a given pixel is then calculated by summing the contribution from
every age electron packet allocated to that cell.

Figure 6. Radio source emissivity as a function of lobe position including
all loss mechanisms for three typical observing frequencies. The surface
brightness is calculated assuming a 1 arcsec2 (λ/λ1.5 GHz )2 beam. The top
plot shows 151 MHz radio emission, the middle plot is for 1.5 GHz and
the bottom plot shows 15 GHz emission. The modelled source has a jet
power of Q = 1040 W, age of t = 100 Myr, inhabits a 1014 M halo mass
environment at z = 1, expands with an initial axis ratio of A = 4 and has an
electron energy injection index of s = 2.4.

plasma is optically thin (Peterson 1997). In this work, for simplicity,
we assume that the radio lobes are viewed perpendicular to the
axis of the jets. The surface brightness distribution can easily be
determined for other viewing angles by rotating the line of sight
through the three-dimensional grid; however, the Doppler-boosted
jet emission will begin to dominate as the jet axis approaches the
line of sight.
The emissivity distribution modelled for a typical FR-II is shown
in Fig. 6 at three standard observing frequencies. The integrated lobe
radio luminosity is lower at higher frequencies due to the powerlaw fall-off in the number counts of high-energy electrons. The
frequency-dependent nature of the loss mechanisms also reduces
the time-scales over which electrons emit detectable radiation at
a given frequency. The size of the emitting region of the radio
lobe therefore decreases with increased observing frequency, in
addition to the overall reduction in lobe luminosity. Moreover, for
an ellipsoidal radio lobe assumed by our model, the observed axis
ratio will appear to be greater at higher frequencies due to the lack
of emission at the wider, older parts of the lobe near the nucleus.
The size of the emission region reduces in this manner with both
increasing redshift and source age due primarily to the inverseCompton loss mechanism.

4.4 Two-dimensional emissivity
The observed surface brightness distribution from real sources is
the integral of the luminosity from all volume elements along a
given line of sight. The two-dimensional brightness distribution
is calculated by simply summing the contribution from every cell
along the depth of the source, assuming that the low density lobe

3 This model can produce radio sources with jets that are disrupted before
reaching the end of the lobe; however, we do not explore the effect of these
different electron injection locations at this time.
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4.5 Spatial radio SED analysis
The resolved emissivity model (Section 3) can be used to calculate
the emissivity in the lobe as a function of frequency and position;
the SED can thus be derived at any location in the lobe. The twodimensional distribution of spectral ages observed in resolved radio
sources can be simulated by fitting an appropriate spectral model to
the modelled radio SED in small cells across the mock radio lobe.
Spectral age measurements (e.g. Jamrozy et al. 2008; Harwood
et al. 2013) are typically made using an impulsive injection model.
The electrons in each cell (or slice) of the lobe are assumed to be
MNRAS 473, 4179–4196 (2018)
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Figure 7. Modelled spectral age distribution (centre) for the lobes of 3C436 calculated using the lobed FR-II/I dynamical model and resolved emissivity
model; the size, axis ratio and total luminosity are constrained by observations (left). The absolute error between the modelled and measured spectral age
distribution is shown in the right-hand plot using the same colour scheme. Overlaid on each plot are 8.4 GHz radio contours showing that the older regions are
also the faintest.

injected at approximately the same time, though in reality likely
cover a range in electron ages (see Fig. 4). Regardless, in this analysis, an impulsive injection model will be used to enable direct comparison with existing observations. The radio SED must therefore
be fitted using either the Jaffe–Perola (JP; Jaffe & Perola 1973) or
Kardashev–Pacholczyk (KP; Kardashev 1962) models. These models both assume that the entire electron population is accelerated at
time t = 0, then undergoes radiative losses thereafter. The validity
of using these impulsive injection models on the well-mixed lobes
of FR-IIs can be tested by comparing their spectral age estimates to
the source dynamical age.
The lobed FR-II/I dynamical model of Turner & Shabala (2015)
and the new resolved emissivity model are tested using the spatial
distribution of spectral ages measured for real sources. In particular,
we reproduce the spectral age distribution of 3C436 observed by
Harwood et al. (2013). The intrinsic properties of 3C436 are fitted
using the Bayesian algorithm of Turner et al. (2017) based upon
multi-frequency luminosity observations (Laing & Peacock 1980)
with the lobe size and axis ratio taken from the 8.4 GHz FITS file
(Hardcastle et al. 1997). The host environment of 3C436 is modelled
here using semi-analytic galaxy evolution (Croton et al. 2006) models informed by the host stellar mass (M = 1011.8 M ). We obtain
a jet power of 1039 W, source age of 37 Myr and an equipartition
factor of B/Beq = 0.28. The observed spectral ages are recalculated
assuming the dynamical model magnetic field strength to enable
a more direct comparison between the electron flow predicted by
our model and that of real sources. The spectral age is directly
proportional to the magnetic field strength and break frequency;
differences between the spectral age distributions must therefore be
due to (1) inhomogeneities in the magnetic field, (2) the reacceleration of synchrotron-emitting electrons or (3) discrepancies in the
electron flow model.
The multi-frequency surface brightness of 3C436 is calculated
using the resolved emissivity model for the best-fitting jet power,
source age and magnetic field strength. The radio SED arising from
the synchrotron-emitting electrons at a given distance from the
hotspot is fitted using the JP model. The spectral curvature of the
emission arising from different aged regions of the lobes can therefore be quantified using the break frequency. The spectral age of
the electrons at a given location is then calculated based on the
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field strength of the lobe using equation 6 of Turner et al. (2017).
The spectral age distribution derived for 3C436 using our model is
shown in the middle panel of Fig. 7. The measured ages (Harwood
et al. 2013) are shown in the left-hand panel and are corrected for the
field strength fitted using our Bayesian algorithm; the original ages
of Harwood et al. (2013) were calculated assuming an equipartition
magnetic field. Finally, the right-hand panel of Fig. 7 plots the absolute difference between the measured and modelled ages, showing
that there is at most a 2 Myr difference across the radio lobe, except
for some few more isolated regions along the source edge that are
likely not as well mixed as predicted by our analytical model. This
discrepancy may in part be due to edge effects in combining the
observed maps at different spatial resolutions.
The modelled and observed spectral age distributions are further
compared in Fig. 8. The spectral age is measured along the jet axis to
enable a more direct comparison; the jet axis is defined as the space
curve that passes through the central engine and elsewhere is centred
on the circular cross-section. The modelled spectral age along the
centre of the lobes shows an approximately linear increase in age
away from the hotspot consistent with the observations of Harwood
et al. (2013). The modelled spectral ages agree with observations
along the entire length of the jet. Both the observed and modelled
spectral ages are only a small fraction of the source dynamical age
close to the hotspots, but increase up to approximately one-third the
fitted dynamical age near the core. The general agreement between
the two spectral age distributions suggests that our electron flow
model is a reasonable approximation to the physical situation, and
that neither inhomogeneities in the magnetic field nor the reacceleration of electrons is particularly important. Further investigation
of these processes is deferred to future work.
The discrepancy between the spectral and dynamical ages here is
likely due to the invalidity of the assumptions used by the impulsive
injection models, i.e. not all electrons in each slice have the same
age. In particular, the hydrodynamical simulations shown in Fig. 4
predict electrons injected as recently as ti = 0.6t to be present in
regions of the lobe closest to the core at the 1σ level. These younger
electrons will extend the break in the radio SED out to higher
frequencies; the JP and KP models largely fit the frequency above
which no emission occurs yielding a peak age estimate of around
(1 − 0.6)t = 0.4t. That is, these impulsive injection models tend to
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5.1 FR-I formation and evolution
Both the formation of the jet flaring point and the internal lobe
plasma dynamics need to be characterized for FR-Is so that their
spatial emissivity distribution can be determined. In this section, the
dynamics of the lobe evolution and the bulk flow of lobe plasma are
investigated using hydrodynamical simulations; this work is used
to verify the results of our FR-I flaring jet dynamical model.

5.1.1 Synchrotron-emitting electrons and lobe dynamics

Figure 8. Modelled (dashed black) and measured (solid red) spectral age
along the jet axis of 3C436, i.e. the space curve passing through the central
engine and otherwise centred on the circular lobe cross-section. The black
pentagons show the modelled spectral age with 1σ uncertainties in fitting
the radio SED, including those from the Bayesian fit. The measured spectral
ages have comparable uncertainties in their fits. The modelled spectral age
along the centre of the lobes well matches the near-linear rise in age away
from the hotspot observed by Harwood et al. (2013).

fit the spectral age of the youngest electrons that are contributing
significantly to the emissivity of the radio SED.
By contrast, applying the continuous injection (CI) model to the
radio SED for the entire lobe reproduces the source dynamical age
within uncertainties; this is expected since the CI model actually
describes the physical situation, namely a region of homogeneous
magnetic field strength with a continuous supply of freshly injected
elections (discussion in Turner et al. 2017). Caution should be taken
when measuring the spectral age of resolved radio sources; the
measured age does not relate to the maximum or even average age
of the electrons contributing to the SED.
5 L OW- P OW E R R A D I O AG N
The radio AGN counts at z < 1 are dominated by faint low-powered
FR-I class objects (Willman et al. 2008), which will only become
more prevalent in future surveys as sensitivity continues to increase.
It is therefore vital to not only understand the powerful FR-II objects comprising much of the existing surveys, but also develop
techniques to model the ubiquitous FR-Is. The definition of an FR-I
radio source is not physically based, and simply specifies that the
location of the surface brightness within the lobes is concentrated
towards the core, i.e. brightest region lies less than one-half the
lobe length from the core (Fanaroff & Riley 1974). Some FR-Is are
observed to behave like FR-IIs without hotspots (the fat doubles),
while others are twin jets that never inflate a lobe but instead expand out until they are disrupted by interaction with the intracluster
medium. The dynamics of lobed FR-Is is similar to the FR-IIs, with
the exception of the sites of electron acceleration. In this work, we
will examine the flaring jet FR-Is, the archetypal example being
3C31 (Leahy et al. 2013). The synchrotron-emitting electrons in
these sources are assumed to undergo a single instance of acceleration at the jet flare point. The dynamics of the flaring jet FR-I radio
plume as a whole are modelled using the subsonic expansion limit
of the Turner & Shabala (2015) model; however, the detailed dynamics of electron packets as they travel through the lobes remain
to be described.
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The large-scale radio source morphology depends crucially upon
whether the jet maintains forward thrust during its interaction with
the host environment. If the jet does run out of thrust, a flare point
will form, resulting in the formation a type I radio source. This
can happen through one of two mechanisms: (1) the jet has a large
opening angle causing it to run out of thrust before a recollimation
shock forms (see discussion in Krause et al. 2012), or (2) the jet
expands into an environment with a rising temperature profile (e.g.
observations in Vikhlinin et al. 2006) leading to a flare point even
after the jet has collimated (see simulations of Massaglia et al. 2016).
In the first case, the ram pressure of the jet plasma reduces as it
widens (pj ∝ 1/r2 for a conical jet) until it equals that of the ambient medium px . The jet material will generate a recollimation shock
upstream of this point when the sideward ram pressure ρj vj2 sin2 θ
and the external medium equilibrate. This recollimation shock stabilizes the jet if it reaches the jet axis before the progress of the jet
stalls. In flat environments, analytical models (Alexander 2006) and
numerical simulations (Krause et al. 2012) show that the recollimation shock in jets with half-opening angles θ > 25◦ occurs so far
downstream that the terminal shock is unable to reach it and an FR-I
flaring region forms (Krause et al. 2012). The plasma downstream
of the flare point streams transonically towards the maximum extent
of the lobe. The lobes produced in this manner are very turbulent and
have significantly elevated gas density and pressure at their ends.
The simulated flare points well match those of typical astrophysical
FR-Is (e.g. 3C31; Leahy et al. 2013); however, this approach is less
capable of modelling their radio plumes.
Massaglia et al. (2016) investigated the formation of FR-I radio
sources through the disruption of a collimated jet by a rising temperature profile. Their hydrodynamical simulations assume a standard
falling density profile and prescribe the corresponding temperature profile that yields a constant pressure environment. The jet is
disrupted in this case when a small pressure enhancement forms
downstream (i.e. pj  px ). The plasma streams outwards with an
approximately laminar flow from the flare point, leading to much
less turbulence in the lobe than in the simulations of Krause et al.
(2012). Both the simulated flare points and the radio lobes are consistent with observed radio sources. The initially conical jets of
these sources may not be collimated on the small distance scales
involved in these objects, especially for larger opening angles. The
flare points in astrophysical FR-Is are likely formed through a combination of the techniques explored by Krause et al. (2012) and
Massaglia et al. (2016).
The bulk flow of plasma simulated in the low-power radio sources
of Massaglia et al. (2016, e.g. reference simulation in their fig. 4)
is directed outwards from the core throughout almost the entirety
of the radio plume. Entrainment between the plume and the ambient medium leads to a small region with a receding velocity;
this region contains few synchrotron-emitting electrons and in any
case has a near-zero negative velocity. In this scenario, the packets
of synchrotron-emitting electrons accelerated at the flare point are
MNRAS 473, 4179–4196 (2018)
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expected to flow outwards indefinitely. Further, the injected electrons are expected to be approximately layered in the plume, with
the newly accelerated particles closest to the core and the oldest
electrons furthest from the central nucleus. The hydrodynamical
simulations show that even the fastest electrons travelling along the
jet axis take at least one-quarter of the source age to reach the end
of the plume. However, the vast majority of electron population is
in slower moving plasma away from the axis taking close to the
source age to traverse this distance. The plasma towards the end
of the plume will therefore be strongly skewed towards the oldest
electrons in the population. The flow rate of the oldest synchrotronemitting electrons is therefore simply the instantaneous expansion
rate of the radio source. The pressure profile within the plume of a
flaring jet FR-I should stabilize to the downstream external profile encountered by these initial synchrotron-emitting electrons;
the internal sound speed must be low noting that the material
in the plume originates approximately evenly from both the jet
and the dense ambient medium (comparison between FR-Is and
-IIs provided in Massaglia et al. 2016). We therefore assume that all
subsequent electrons flow forwards at the same rate as a function of
distance from the core.
5.1.2 Flaring jet dynamical model
The starting point of our dynamical model for twin-jet FR-I sources
is the analytical model of Turner & Shabala (2015). Those authors
modelled the evolutionary history of initially supersonic lobed radio sources with an ellipsoidal geometry. Here, we treat the jets as
spherical cones. The jets initially expand supersonically, but upon
forming a lobe quickly transition to subsonic pressure-limited expansion (e.g. Luo & Sadler 2010). The radio lobe of the Turner &
Shabala (2015) dynamical model is an ensemble of small angular
volume elements in pressure equilibrium. Each element of fixed angular width is assumed to receive an unchanging fraction of the jet
power as the lobe expands to ensure that the lobe maintains its initial
shape. The lobe in the flaring jet model is a spherical sector, and it
is therefore expected that each element will expand identically. The
angular volume elements are instead used to define which angles
comprise the lobe and those that lie beyond the jet half-opening
angle. The conical shape of the flaring jet lobe is therefore modelled by setting the lobe length R(θ ) = 0 for θ > χ , where χ is the
half-opening angle of the lobe beyond the flaring point.
The luminosity of low-powered radio sources resembling a flaring jet is spatially much more complicated than that of the highpowered radio sources so far examined. Most notably, the magnetic field cannot be assumed to be homogeneous (on large scales)
throughout the radio source due to the steeply falling pressure profile. Further, Croston & Hardcastle (2014) found that twin-jet FR-Is
are more entrained further along the jets. We assume here that the
synchrotron plasma downstream of the flare point is well mixed with
entrained ambient gas, so that the emitting electrons are effectively
distributed across the prescribed cone cross-section. This situation is
expected to be approached for the large-scale radio plumes modelled
in this work.
5.2 Luminosity from synchrotron-emitting electrons
The synchrotron emissivity in flaring jet radio plumes is calculated
in the same manner for both resolved and unresolved sources; the
synchrotron-emitting electrons are accelerated at the flare point and
flow outwards at the rate described by the dynamical model to their
present-time location with ambient pressure.
MNRAS 473, 4179–4196 (2018)
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Figure 9. Radio source emissivity as a function of lobe position including
all loss mechanisms for three typical observing frequencies. The top plot
shows 151 MHz radio emission, the middle plot is for 1.5 GHz and the bottom plot shows 15 GHz emission. The modelled source has a jet power of
Q = 1036 W, age of t = 100 Myr, inhabits a 1014 M halo mass environment at z = 0.03, expands with a plume half-opening angle of χ = 15◦
and has an electron energy injection index of s = 2.4. The axes are scaled
to the dimensions of the physical source size, i.e. the entire lobe does not
emit radiation at any of these frequencies. The colour-bar scale is cropped to
provide more contrast in the lobe at the expense of excluding the brightest
emission near the core.

5.2.1 FR-I surface brightness distribution
We calculate two-dimensional brightness distributions for flaring
jet radio sources following the method described in Section 4. The
surface brightness distribution modelled for a typical flaring jet
type FR-I is shown in Fig. 9 for frequencies of 151 MHz, 1.5 GHz
and 15 GHz. As in the case of FR-IIs (Section 4.4), the frequencydependent nature of the loss mechanisms reduces the duration over
which the electron population emits synchrotron radiation at higher
frequencies. However, unlike the powerful FR-II sources, the acceleration site is close to the core with the electrons propagating
outwards. The linear size out to which synchrotron-emitting electrons reach may therefore be different at each frequency, with larger
observable emitting regions expected at low frequencies where the
losses are less severe. The size is thus poorly defined for FR-Is,
and will depend on both observing frequency and sensitivity; this
is in marked contrast to the FR-IIs, where the measured length is
unaffected as long as hotspots are visible. The observed linear size
of the flaring jet sources is also found to reduce both with increasing
redshift and source age, in a similar manner to the width of highpower FR-IIs. The correct measurement of the source size is vital
to correctly estimate the source age, and thus total energy output
of the AGN into its surroundings (Turner & Shabala 2015). The
corresponding lobe volume must be correctly measured to properly understand the suppression of cooling resulting from pushing
gas to greater clustercentric radii with longer cooling times (e.g.
Cavagnolo et al. 2010; Raouf et al. 2017).

5.2.2 FR-I unresolved luminosity model
The luminosity calculation for unresolved flaring jet FR-I radio
sources is much more involved than their high-powered FR-II
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replaces the older material near the bright constant pressure core;
the displaced plasma expands the plume and increases the overall
luminosity.
5.3 Modelling spatial emissivity of real sources

Figure 10. Luminosity–size tracks for an FR-I radio source at z = 0.5 with
jet power of 1.3 × 1035 W, expanding into an X-ray observed environment
(Vikhlinin et al. 2006) scaled to a density of ρ = 7.2 × 10−22 kg m−3 at
radius 2 kpc. Five profiles are plotted, showing the luminosity in the lossless
case (solid black), with only adiabatic losses (solid grey), with adiabatic
and synchrotron losses (dashed black), with adiabatic and inverse-Compton
losses (dashed pink), and with all loss mechanisms (solid red).

counterparts. In particular, the pressure gradient down the flaring jet
necessitates the use of the full resolved emissivity model, with the
total luminosity derived by integrating the emissivity across all volume elements. The algorithm can be improved for the unresolved
case since the location of the electron packets is unimportant; each
electron age is directly mapped to a present-time magnetic field
strength (i.e. electrons of different ages coast down the pressure
gradient independently), resulting in a model as computationally
efficient as for unresolved FR-IIs. The size–luminosity track for a
typical FR-I with jet power Q = 1.3 × 1035 W is shown in Fig. 10.
In the absence of radiative losses, the luminosity rises throughout
the source lifetime as progressively more electrons are added to
the high-pressure core. The size–luminosity track is largely unaffected by the inclusion of all but the synchrotron loss mechanism;
the other loss processes only reduce the emission of the electrons
found furthest from the core where the contribution to the total luminosity was already small due to the lower pressures. This monotonic increase occurs because freshly injected plasma continually

In this section, we test our analytical spatial emissivity model by
attempting to reproduce the surface brightness distribution of the
typical FR-I source 3C31 (Leahy et al. 2013). The intrinsic properties of 3C31 are fitted using the Bayesian framework described
by Turner et al. (2017), based upon the observed source size, luminosity and break frequency arising from the oldest electrons, in
addition to properties of the host environment. Heesen et al. (2014)
combined high-resolution observations of 3C31 from the Low Frequency Array, the Very Large Array (VLA) and Giant Metrewave
Radio Telescope to produce radio SEDs as a function of position
within the radio lobe. We fit the JP model to their observed spectra for the furthest regions of the lobe to obtain estimates for the
spectral break frequency. The properties of NGC 383, the galaxy
group hosting 3C31, are taken from Komossa & Böhringer (1999).
The shape of the pressure profile, gas mass and virial temperature
for NGC 383 are used here. We derive a jet power for both jets of
1037.2 W, source age of 200 Myr and an equipartition factor of 0.31,
consistent with the range found by Croston et al. (2008).
The resolved emissivity model (Section 3) is used to predict
the emissivity from the electrons of various ages in 3C31 for the
best-fitting jet power, source age and magnetic field strength. These
electrons are distributed within the observed volume occupied by
3C31 (i.e. an approximately helical shape; Leahy et al. 2013); the
pressure-limited expansion model we assume from the growth of
flaring jet radio sources dictates the radial location of the electrons
of different ages. The modelled radio source emissivity for 3C31
calculated at 608 MHz is plotted in Fig. 11. The pressure gradient,
loss processes and 1/r2 expansion lead to a rapid decrease in surface
brightness away from the central engine, i.e. S ∝ r−β − ξ − 1 , where
β and ξ are the exponents of the density and temperature profile,
and one dimension of the 1/r2 volume expansion is assumed to lie
along the line of sight. Further, the three-dimensional nature of the
radio source leads to decreased emission from lines of sight passing
through the edge of the source (i.e. less plasma here than towards
the centre), as seen in observations of 3C31. This effect also results
in the region of enhanced brightness in the westward kink in the

Figure 11. Modelled 608 MHz radio emission (centre) from the lobes of 3C31 calculated using the flaring jet dynamical model and resolved emissivity
model; the shape of the lobes and total luminosity are constrained by observations (left). The fractional error between the modelled and observed luminosity
distribution is shown in the right plot. The modelled results agree everywhere except around the core; our modelling does not consider the early jet before the
flaring point leading to underestimated emission along parts of the jet and overestimated emission off-axis.
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electron reacceleration and any small-scale structure in the magnetic
field.

5.4 Flaring jet FR-I spectral classification

Figure 12. Modelled and observed (solid red) 608 MHz radio emission
along the jet axis of 3C31, i.e. the space curve passing through the central engine and otherwise centred on the circular lobe cross-section. The
modelled surface brightness is shown assuming either a simple conical
cross-section (solid black) or a more complicated helical structure (dashed
black) based on the observed width of the plume. The modelled emissivity
along the centre of the plumes matches the overall shape of the observed
profile well. Further, the helical model reproduces some of the finer details
such as the peak near the central engine, and the spikes in luminosity due to
the bends in the lobe at around 300 and 450 kpc south of the core.

tail of 3C31. The observed emissivity of 3C31 is well characterized
by the combined FR-I dynamical and luminosity model, as shown
in the right-hand panel of Fig. 11 that plots the fractional error
between the modelled and observed emissivity distributions. However, the spatial emissivity model does not accurately reproduce
every detail of 3C31. In particular, the region around the central
engine is unrealistically modelled assuming isotropic jets. As a result, our model greatly overestimates the emission off the jet axis
and slightly underestimates the brightness along the jet. This can
largely be corrected by assuming that constant opening angle jets
feed into the lobes of 3C31, though we do not pursue this further
since we aim solely to validate our analytical model at this time.
The similarity of our modelling and the observed surface brightness distribution is further examined in Fig. 12. The surface
brightness is measured along the jet axis to enable a more direct comparison; the jet axis is defined as the space curve following the path of the jets where visible near the core or the centre
of the circular lobe cross-section at larger radii. The overall shape
of the modelled surface brightness along this jet axis is very close to
that of the observed profile. The peak near the central engine and the
spikes in emissivity due to the bends in the lobe at around 300 and
450 kpc south of the core are also reproduced by our modelling. The
higher-than-modelled surface brightnesses approximately 100 kpc
from the core result from the jets, whilst the lower-than-expected
surface brightness approximately 200 kpc south of the nucleus is
likely due to either an unmodelled feature in the environment or
any cork-screwing of the jet being poorly captured by our model.
This comparison is also made with a simpler model assuming a conical cross-section (see Fig. 12). This model successfully matches
the general shape of the observed emissivity profile but cannot
reproduce the finer details. The surface brightness in the plumes
of low-powered radio sources can therefore be well described by
considering only the reduced electron density and magnetic field
strength along the length of the source. In particular, this agreement is possible despite our model ignoring entrainment, turbulent
MNRAS 473, 4179–4196 (2018)
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The radio SED measured for radio sources depends crucially on the
sky area over which the flux density is integrated to generate the
spectrum. The difficulty in measuring the linear size of flaring jet
FR-I radio sources may lead to significant emission from the radio
lobes being excluded if it lies below the noise floor of the survey.
The weak synchrotron emission from the large volume surrounding
the detected regions of the lobe should be spatially coherent and
may be recoverable; this of course assumes that such consideration
is taken during observations.
The radio SED arising from an unresolved flaring jet FR-I source
is not well modelled by either the standard impulsive (e.g. JP and
KP) or CI models. In particular, these sources violate the assumption
of a homogeneous magnetic field leading to a flatter SED4 beyond
the break frequency than expected. Any spectral break observed
in the SED therefore cannot be related to the age of the source.
Moreover, the location of the break is largely determined by the
bright, freshly injected electrons near the core. The lower bound
of the spectral break (fitted using only the start of the turnover)
is determined to be greater than 10–100 GHz for typical FR-Is at
low redshift (z  1) with jet powers of ∼1036 W Hz−1 , source ages
less than a few hundred Myr and environments with halo mass
1012 –1015 M . Spectral turnovers much above the highest observing frequency are unlikely to be detected and the radio source SED
will therefore be assumed to have no curvature implying a very
young source. Further, the host galaxy may significantly impact the
low-frequency emission (< 1 GHz) near the core due to synchrotron
self-absorption or free–free absorption. The spectrum arising from
the bright inner regions of flaring jet radio sources may thus resemble that of GPS or CSS radio sources.
The emission arising from narrow radial strips of the radio lobe
can instead be examined, to avoid the radio SED being dominated
by the young electrons near the acceleration site, and to satisfy the
assumption of a homogeneous magnetic field. The spectral break
frequency fitted to the similar age electrons (i.e. impulsive injection
model) in strips at different radii from the central engine is shown in
Fig. 13. The break frequency measured at the electron acceleration
site is consistent with that fitted for the unresolved radio source;
however, the spectral break falls off rapidly with radius to approximately 1 GHz at about half the source size. The break frequency
remains approximately constant at 1 GHz (for this typical FR-I) for
the strips at larger radii. This is theoretically expected since the
age of the electron packets increases with radius as τ ∝ r3 − β and
the magnetic field as B ∝ r−β/2 (from subsonic limit of Turner &
Shabala 2015); hence, the break frequency ν b = τ −2 B−3 becomes
independent of radius in steep environments with β ∼ 1.7 (i.e. those
far from the core). This result enables the spectral age of resolved
flaring jet sources to be easily calculated. Following the method of
Turner et al. (2017), the spectral age can be used to constrain the
intrinsic source age in our dynamical models.

4 The radiative losses from the oldest synchrotron-emitting electrons lead to
the steepening of the radio SED at high frequencies. However, in flaring jet
FR-Is, these electrons are located furthest from the core where the magnetic
field strength is weakest, and thus contribute less to the total luminosity than
expected under the assumption of a homogeneous magnetic field.

Resolved spectral evolution in radio AGN

Figure 13. Break frequency fitted to the radio SED from strips [r − dr,
r + dr) along a typical flaring jet radio source (parameters as in Fig. 9). The
shading plots the 1σ uncertainties in the JP model fits of the spectral break.
The lower limit for the CI model fitted to the spectrum is also included;
the break frequency cannot be fitted to the unresolved spectrum since the
inhomogeneous magnetic field violates a model assumption.

The full extent of flaring jet radio sources may not be detected
in objects viewed at close to the surface brightness detection limit.
The possibility of extended emission surrounding the cores of these
sources must be considered to properly understand the AGN population and their energetics. Integrating the surface brightness to
well beyond the observed source size may be required to include
the contribution from all synchrotron-emitting electrons originating
from the radio AGN. Any high-frequency curvature observed in an
SED measured over such an extended region would suggest that the
source is not compact, but rather has faint, extended emission. The
large FR0 population comprising GPS and CSS radio sources could
at least partly be explained by low jet power flaring jet FR-I type
sources. The emission in such sources would be dominated by the
young and bright electrons in the high-emissivity core, whilst older
electrons at larger distances would be too faint to be detected.
6 U N D E R S TA N D I N G AG N F E E D BAC K A N D
ENERGETICS
The energy imparted on the AGN host galaxy and its larger scale environment is largely driven by two mechanisms: (1) the energy input
into the host environment directly from the jets (i.e. E = Qt), and (2)
the suppression of cooling by pushing gas out to large galactocentric radii with longer cooling times. The calculation of the source
active lifetime, and thus energy, using dynamical models requires
accurate source size estimates (Turner et al. 2017). The linear size
of an FR-II radio source can be easily measured in any resolved
source since the brightest regions are located at the extremities of
the lobes. By contrast, the full extent of FR-Is with core-dominated
emission may not be observed. Estimating the volume of gas cleared
by the expanding radio lobes may be miscalculated in both morphological classes; FR-IIs may have their width underestimated whilst
the length of FR-Is is likely to be miscalculated.
6.1 Measuring lobe sizes and axis ratios
Survey sensitivity may greatly affect the measurement of radio
AGN energetics through the underestimation of either their width
or length. In this section, a well-studied sample of 3C sources
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is used to quantify the degree to which the width and length are
underestimated. The surface brightness of 3C sources is typically
several orders of magnitude greater than the surface brightness limit
of the observations; this ensures that the full extent of the AGN is
visible. The change in length, width and axis ratio of these sources
can then be determined as a function of sensitivity to understand
observations in future surveys.
Radio source FITS images for 3C sources with z < 1 are taken
from the online data base of Mullin, Riley & Hardcastle (2008).5
The lengths, widths and axis ratios of the radio source lobes are recalculated with various survey surface brightness sensitivity limits,
in addition to a physical measurement based on the actual signalto-noise of the image. The 3CRR revision of the 3C survey selected
bright and then unresolved objects with 178 MHz flux densities
> 10.9 Jy (Laing, Riley & Longair 1983); these have since been
observed at higher resolutions and with several orders of magnitude
greater sensitivity. The FITS images are available from observations
at different frequencies for many of the 3C sources, typically 1.4,
4.9 or 8.5 GHz. The brightnesses in each of these maps are arbitrarily scaled to a 1.5 GHz observing frequency with a 1 arcsec2 beam
to enable a cross-frequency comparison.
The processing of the FITS images to measure the shape of
the radio lobes proceeds as follows. Material potentially belonging
to the lobes is first identified by flagging out all emission below
the 5σ noise level of the image. Connected regions of emission
are identified; proceeding outwards from the optical host galaxy,
these clumps of emissions are flagged as lobes until at least
90 per cent of the image flux density has been included in lobes.
The lobe selections made using this technique are confirmed with a
visual inspection. The most distant two points (from each other) in
the flagged region are identified as belonging to different lobes. The
lobe length is measured as the distance from the core to the most
distant pixel in each lobe, and the width taken as the greatest width
across the lobe normal to this axis. The axis ratio is calculated as
the ratio of the lobe length to its cross-sectional radius; the radius of
the third of the lobe closest to the hotspot is not included. We make
this decision to allow a fair comparison with our model that does
not consider the enhanced emission near the overpressured hotspot.
The morphology of the lobe is additionally characterized by taking
the emissivity-weighted mean length. That is,

2 si xi
 + 0.5,
(12)
FR =
max{x} si
where si is the flux density from a cell distance xi along the jet
axis. Here an FR number of 0.5 corresponds to a source with all
emission at the core and a number of 2.5 to all emission at the
hotspot. By definition, FR-I sources have an FR number less than
1.5 whilst FR-IIs comprise the remainder of the population (cf.
Krause et al. 2012). The observing frequency may affect the morphological classification determined for a particular source; however, the effect of changing the surface brightness sensitivity limit
on these classifications should be frequency independent.
6.2 Sensitivity and Fanaroff-Riley morphology
Biases in the measurement of radio source properties due to observing with insufficient sensitivity are expected to depend on the
Fanaroff-Riley morphology. The fractional difference in the detected and physical length and axis ratio of the lobes of the 3C
5

http://zl1.extragalactic.info
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Figure 14. Lengths of 3C radio sources detected for three survey sensitivities (per beam) as a function of the morphological classification. Radio lobes
with an FR-II morphology (i.e. number greater than 1.5) have their lengths
measured correctly irrespective of the survey sensitivity, whilst the length
of lobes with emission concentrated towards the core is a strong function of
sensitivity.
Figure 16. Volume of lobed FR-II sources in the 3C survey detected as a
function of the survey sensitivity binned by the host galaxy redshift. The lefthand vertical axis shows the fraction of the ‘total’ lobe volume detectable
by an arbitrary sized beam for various survey sensitivities; the sensitivity is
scaled so that unity corresponds to the point when a given lobe first becomes
detectable. The right-hand vertical axis similarly shows the fraction of the
lobe width detectable, i.e. the detected axis ratio divided by the physical
axis ratio. The grey dashed lines show the tracks of each 3C radio lobe
in this phase space, with the red shading indicating the 1σ spread in the
distribution. The solid black line plots the theoretical expectation from our
model, using the average redshift and age of the sources in the plot. This is
again scaled so that a sensitivity of unity corresponds to the point at which
the source first becomes detectable, and is additionally scaled so that the
entire volume is detected with infinite sensitivity. The 3C radio sources are
grouped into three redshifts: z ≤ 0.3 (top), 0.3 < z ≤ 0.7 (middle) and z > 0.7
(bottom).

6.3 Observed axis ratio of powerful FR-II sources
Figure 15. Axis ratios of 3C radio sources detected for three survey sensitivities (per beam) as a function of the morphological classification. The
radio lobes of FR-I sources tend to have their axis ratios correctly measured
irrespective of the survey sensitivity; however, the measured axis ratios of
FR-II objects can vary drastically with sensitivity.

sources is investigated for different survey sensitivities in Figs 14
and 15. Radio lobes with an FR-II morphology have their lengths
measured correctly irrespective of the survey sensitivity, whilst the
length of lobes with emission concentrated towards the core is a
strong function of sensitivity. This makes qualitative sense as the
bright hotspots of FR-IIs should remain visible after any other region in the lobe, whereas in FR-Is the regions furthest from the core
tend to be the faintest. Meanwhile, the lobes of FR-I sources tend
to have their axis ratios correctly measured irrespective of sensitivity; however, the measured axis ratios of type 2 objects can vary
significantly with sensitivity. The axis ratios of type 1 objects are
likely measured correctly despite their incorrect lengths because of
their approximately conical shape. The axis ratios of FR-IIs will
be incorrectly measured if emission from the lobe falls below the
detection limit whilst that close to the hotspots remains detected.
MNRAS 473, 4179–4196 (2018)
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The axis ratio of lobed FR-IIs is expected to vary with sensitivity
for one of three reasons: (1) only the hotspots may be detected leading to a very high axis ratio, (2) synchrotron loss mechanisms may
reduce emission away from the hotspot so that the luminosity from
the widest region near the core is greatly reduced, or (3) in weaker
sources the circular
cross-section of the lobe may cause the emissivity to reduce as 1 − y 2 , where y is the fractional distance from
the jet axis to the edge of the lobe. We attempt to exclude the first
of these reasons from our analysis by measuring the source width
across only the two-thirds of the source closest to the core; if zero
width is measured, then we can assume that only the hotspots are
visible. Moreover, the size of the hotspot as a function of sensitivity
has no bearing on the physical width of the lobe. By contrast, the
other two mechanisms are included in our model enabling observations of radio sources taken near the detection limit to potentially
have their axis ratio corrected.
The observed axis ratios for FR-II radio sources in the 3C survey are investigated in Fig. 16. The Fanaroff-Riley classification
in equation (12) is used to robustly classify type 2 sources, with
FR < 1.75 excluded due to their more core dominant nature and
FR > 2.25 excluded due to the lack of lobe emission. The axis
ratio of these sources is measured at various survey sensitivities and

Resolved spectral evolution in radio AGN
compared to the best estimate measured using the FITS image. The
detected axis ratio of each source falls off steeply as the sensitivity
decreases. We note that this slope depends on the inverse-Compton
losses, and we therefore bin the 3C sources into three redshift bins.
The sensitivity scale for each of the 3C sources is shifted such that
unity corresponds to the point when a given lobe first becomes detectable. The shapes of the 3C source profiles are compared with
each other and to the model prediction for a radio source typical
of the 3C population in the redshift bin, as shown in Fig. 16. The
theoretical model prediction for the measured axis ratio and lobe
volume as a function of survey sensitivity is again found to be consistent with that of the observed 3C sources in each of the three
redshift bins.
The rate at which the detected lobe width reduces as observations
become less sensitive is expected to be a function of the strength
of the inverse-Compton loss mechanism. The oldest synchrotronemitting electrons are most subject to inverse-Compton losses; these
electrons are found furthest from the hotspot in the widest regions
of the lobe closer to the core. The inverse-Compton loss mechanism is most prevalent at higher redshifts where the CMB radiation
is stronger, and in older sources where it has longer to act on the
electrons. Both the observed 3C sources and our model show that
the axis ratio will be measured incorrectly for a greater range of
sensitivities in higher redshift sources than at lower redshifts (see
Fig. 16). Equivalently, we can say that the surface brightness distribution of low-redshift FR-II radio lobes is more homogeneous than
in their high-redshift counterparts.
We find that the detected lobe width will be accurately measured
except when the brightest emission from the source is within a factor
of a few of the survey detection limit. However, in a volume-limited
survey, radio sources are preferentially seen near the detection limit
since lower luminosity objects are more ubiquitous. The detected
lobe width and volume may therefore not reflect that of the physical
radio source in much of the observed population.
6.4 Visible linear size of flaring jet FR-Is
The surface brightness of flaring jet FR-I radio sources falls off
rapidly away from the acceleration site near the AGN core, both due
to the falling pressure profile and the radiative loss mechanisms. The
sensitivity of the survey observing these sources may therefore lead
to very different measurements of the source linear size. Further,
the loss mechanisms reduce the energy of the electron distribution
sufficiently that at some frequencies sections of the lobe cannot
be observed irrespective of the sensitivity. When modelling 3C31
in Section 5.3, we found that the surface brightness in flaring jet
FR-Is falls off with radius from the core as S ∝ r−β − ξ − 1 . The
detected length of these sources is therefore expected to increase
with improving survey sensitivity as D ∝ S−1/(β + ξ + 1) , though
this simplistic formalism ignores the loss processes. For typical
FR-I environments (β ∼ 1 and ξ ∼ 0), this relation simplifies to
D ∝ S−0.5 .
The volume and length detected for flaring jet and core-dominated
FR-I radio sources in the 3C survey are investigated in Fig. 17. The
Fanaroff-Riley classification in equation (12) is used to initially
identify type 1 radio source lobes before being visually classified.
The length of these sources is measured at various survey sensitivities and compared to the best estimate measured using the FITS
image. The detected length of each of these FR-Is falls off approximately loglinearly as the sensitivity limit is raised and with similar
slope, though there are sharp jumps in the detected length due to
the presence of knots in the flow. The rate at which the detected
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Figure 17. Volume of flaring jet and core-dominated radio sources in the
3C survey detected as a function of the survey sensitivity. The left-hand
vertical axis shows the fraction of the ‘total’ lobe volume detectable by a
beam of arbitrary size for various survey sensitivities; the sensitivity scale
for every source is shifted so that all the profiles lie on top of each other.
The right-hand vertical axis similarly shows the fraction of the lobe length
detectable. The grey dashed lines show the tracks of each 3C radio lobe
in this phase space, with the red shading indicating the 1σ spread in the
distribution. The solid black line plots the theoretical expectation from our
model, using the average redshift and age of the sources in the plot.

lobe length reduces with sensitivity is expected to be approximately
the same for all sources expanding into environments falling off
with similar power laws; inverse-Compton losses also affect the
maximum distance out to which emission occurs and slightly steepens the luminosity profile. The sensitivity scale for each of the 3C
sources is therefore shifted such that the profile for each source is
stacked on top of each other. This enables a direct comparison of
their shapes with each other and to our model prediction, as shown
in Fig. 17. Our model is run for a radio source typical for the 3C
population inhabiting a host halo environment of mass 1014 M at
redshift z = 0.5. This theoretical prediction for the measured length
as a function of survey sensitivity is found to be consistent with that
of observed 3C sources.
Radio sources in deeper large-scale surveys such as the NRAO
VLA Sky Survey (Condon et al. 1998) and Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-Centimeters (Becker, White & Helfand 1995),
in addition to the upcoming Australian Square Kilometre Array
Pathfinder (ASKAP) Evolutionary Map of the Universe (EMU) survey (Norris et al. 2011), will predominately lie close to the detection
limit. The weaker sources populating these surveys are expected to
be predominately FR-Is (Willman et al. 2008), or perhaps FR0s
(Baldi, Capetti & Giovannini 2016) if these are completely separate
populations. The measured length of most radio sources detected
in these surveys is thus likely to be a lower limit on the true source
size. Extended sources comprising multiple beams may still be detectable even if the flux density in each beam is below the survey
detection limits, i.e. several beams with flux densities below the
minimum sensitivity will have correlated ‘noise’ and may yield a
statistically significant detection. In general, simulating these flaring jet radio sources using our dynamical and resolved emissivity
models should provide a means to constrain their energetics by
fitting their observed surface brightness profile.

6.5 Sensitivity-limited feedback energetics
The kinetic mode of feedback is the main mechanism through which
AGN impart energy into their host environments since z = 1; specifically, the clearing out of the hot gas at cluster centres through radio
bubbles, or directly through shock heating in FR-IIs and the viscous dissipation of sound waves in FR-Is (Bower et al. 2006; Croton
et al. 2006, 2016; Shabala & Alexander 2009; Fanidakis et al. 2011;
Fabian 2012; Dubois et al. 2013; Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Schaye
et al. 2015). The radio-only observations of the lobe volume are
MNRAS 473, 4179–4196 (2018)
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susceptible to surface brightness sensitivity limits, but in practice
X-rays are generally used to directly measure the gas displaced
from the cluster centre (e.g. Boehringer et al. 1993; Fabian
et al. 2000, 2003; Fabian 2012). However, the energy input directly
through the FR-I/II jets is determined based upon the properties of
the radio source, including its length and width; these are dependent
on the sensitivity limit, potentially leading to a similar dependence
for the energy.
The uncertainty in measuring the energy input by powerful FR-IIs
directly into their environments through shock heating is quantified
by fitting the jet powers, ages and magnetic field strengths of the
3C sources (see Turner et al. 2017). These parameters describing
the AGN energetics are fitted for a range of axis ratios (A = 2,
4, 6 and 8) to enable their variation with the measured lobe width
to be characterized. The jet power is found to scale with the axis
ratio as Q ∝ A1.08 ± 0.09 whilst the source age is inversely related as
t ∝ A−1.07 ± 0.02 . As a result, the energy input directly by the jet into
the host environment is independent of the axis ratio measurement
within 1σ uncertainties. By contrast, the magnetic field strength is
somewhat dependent on the axis ratio, with the equipartition factor
increasing as B/Beq ∝ A0.21 ± 0.02 . However, the axis ratio should be
correct to within a factor of a few leading to only a modest error in
the magnetic field strength. The feedback energetics measured for
shock heating in FR-IIs (using dynamical models) is therefore quite
robust to the surface brightness sensitivity limit. We note, however,
that the efficiency with which jet energy can couple to the gas will
depend on the details of the energy injection (Omma et al. 2004;
Mukherjee et al. 2016).
The dependences of the jet power and source age on the measured
source size are difficult to disentangle for FR-Is. Instead, the total
energy must be directly related to the source size as E ∝ D3 − β − ξ
as derived from the subsonic limit of the Turner & Shabala (2015)
dynamical model. The energy input by the jet therefore depends
on the measured source size as E ∝ D2 for typical FR-I environments with β + ξ ∼ 1. The measured feedback energy is thus
related to the surface brightness sensitivity limit (see Section 6.4)
as E ∝ S(β + ξ − 3)/(β + ξ + 1) , or E ∝ S−1 for typical environments.
The size of 3C sources can plausibly be underestimated by at least
a factor of 10 (see Fig. 17), corresponding to a factor of 100 underestimate in the feedback energy input directly from the source.
Hence, it is possible that FR-Is impart feedback on significantly
larger scales than inferred from their small observable sizes (see
also Shabala et al. 2017).
7 CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new synchrotron emissivity model that can be applied to mock radio lobes from existing hydrodynamical simulations
and analytical models. The resolved emissivity model considers (1)
radiative loss processes as a function of position, (2) lobe dynamics
in an arbitrary atmosphere, and (3) an analytical framework for dynamics and synchrotron emission. The large-scale dynamics of the
radio lobe is modelled in this work following the method of Turner
& Shabala (2015). Meanwhile, the bulk flow and dispersion of the
synchrotron-emitting electrons is tracked through the lobes using
two-dimensional hydrodynamical simulations with a large number
of tracer fields, with simulation results incorporated in the analytical
model.
JP ageing model inappropriate for resolved FR-IIs. The resolved
emissivity model is applied to our lobed (FR-II) and flaring jet (FRI) dynamical models to reproduce observations of 3C436 and 3C31,
respectively, to demonstrate the validity of these models. SpecifiMNRAS 473, 4179–4196 (2018)
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cally, the model can reproduce (1) the 608 MHz surface brightness
map of 3C31 and (2) the spatial distribution of spectral ages in
3C436 inferred from X-ray observations. We find that the oldest
electron ages measured by fitting the JP model to the spectra across
the 3C436 radio lobes are a factor of a few younger than its dynamical age. This discrepancy seen in lobed FR-IIs is due to a violation
of the JP model assumption that all electrons contributing to the
SED are of similar age; their well-mixed lobes ensure that electrons
at least as young as half the source age are present at every point in
the lobe.
FR-I size and FR-II width vary with sensitivity. Limitations in
measuring AGN energetics with future radio surveys were quantified using the resolved emissivity model and our dynamical models.
In particular, the observed size and imparted feedback energy from
FR-I sources are dependent on the survey surface brightness detection limit, S, reducing as D ∝ S−0.5 and E ∝ S−1 , respectively,
for typical environments. Meanwhile, the observed lobe widths of
FR-IIs are up to 10 times narrower than the physical width when
viewed close to the survey detection limit.
GPS and CSS sources are cores of FR-Is? The emerging FR0
class of radio sources (Ghisellini 2011), comprising GPS and CSS
sources, may be explained by a population of low-powered FR-Is.
Our modelling predicts that, for uncollimated jets close to the detection limit, the surface brightness of the radio emission decreases
rapidly with distance. Moreover, the radio SED is dominated by the
luminosity from the younger electrons near the core acceleration
site; a high-frequency turnover will not be detected in the spectra of FR-Is, with the host environment instead affecting the lower
frequencies through free–free and synchrotron self-absorption.
Low-powered FR-I and FR0 type objects are expected to comprise the vast majority of radio sources identified in next-generation
surveys such as ASKAP EMU and the MeerKAT International
GHz Tiered Extragalactic Exploration (MIGHTEE). Developing
a greater understanding of the observational limitations encountered when measuring the properties of these objects in particular
is therefore crucial. The analytical model presented in this work
is intended as a step in this direction; we have shown that it can
accurately determine the energetics of large numbers of radio AGN
using an (mostly) analytical model.
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A P P E N D I X A : S Y N C H ROT RO N - E M I T T I N G
E L E C T RO N E N E R G Y S P E C T RU M
We derive here an expression for the SED arising from a packet
of synchrotron-emitting electrons undergoing adiabatic expansion
with arbitrary pressure evolution. The radio emissivity is initially
calculated analytically under the assumption that only the adiabatic
expansion of the electron packet affects the evolution of the source
brightness. The emissivity of the lobe per unit volume can be calculated Longair (2010) as
√
κ(s) 3πBe3 N (E)E
,
(A1)
J (E) =
16π2 0 cme (s + 1)
where B is the lobe magnetic field strength at the time of observation,
N(E)dE is the number density with energies between E and E + dE,
c is the speed of light, e and me are the electron charge and mass,
 0 is the vacuum permittivity and κ is a constant dependent solely
on the injection index s through
κ(s) =

( 4s +

19
)( 4s
12
( 4s

−
+

1
)( 4s
12
7
)
12

+

5
)
12

.

(A2)

The energy of the electrons E emitting at the rest-frame observing
frequency ν is found through the relation

1/2
2πνme3 c4
.
(A3)
E = γ me c2 =
3eB
The lobe pressure is related to the electron energy density ue ,
thermal energy density in the particles uT and the magnetic field
energy density uB as p = ( c − 1)(ue + uB + uT ). The adiabatic
index of the lobe plasma,  c , is generally assumed to be nonrelativistic (e.g. Kaiser & Alexander 1997) though Hardcastle &
Krause (2013) propose a relativistic lobe material. If we assume
that there is no energy in thermal particles (i.e. uT = 0; Kaiser
et al. 1997) and introduce q as the ratio of the energy density in the
magnetic field to the sum of the energies in the particles, then the
electron energy density is given by
p
.
(A4)
ue =
(c − 1)(q + 1)
The magnetic field strength
is similarly related to the magnetic
√
energy density as B = 2μ0 uB for vacuum permeability μ0 , and
hence is related to the pressure as

1/2
2μ0 p q
.
(A5)
B=
c − 1 q + 1
The electron energy distribution at the time of injection
follows a power law with exponent s and normalization
N0 , i.e. N(Ei , ti ) dEi = N0 Ei −s dEi . In the lossless case, this distribution remains unchanged through to the time of observation, i.e.
N(E) dE = N0 E−s dE. The normalization constant N0 is calculated
MNRAS 473, 4179–4196 (2018)
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from the electron energy density ue and the kinetic energy of the
injected electrons Ekin (i.e. excluding their rest mass) through
 Emax
−1
Ekin Ei −s dEi
N0 = ue (ti )
Emin

=

ue (ti )
(me c2 )2−s



2−s
2−s
1−s
γmin
γ 1−s − γmax
− γmax
− min
s−2
s−1

−1
,

(A6)

where Emin and Emax are the low- and high-energy cut-offs to the
injection electron energy distribution, and γ min and γ max are the
corresponding Lorentz factors. These high- and low-energy cutoffs are for the energy distribution of the electrons once they have
reached the uniform pressure lobes. However, the electron energy
distribution is more readily measured in the hotspots (e.g. Godfrey
et al. 2009); we therefore derive a conversion between the hotspot
and lobe energy distributions. The change in the internal energy of
a packet of synchrotron-emitting electrons as they expand adiabatically from the hotspot pressure to the lower pressure lobes is given
by Kaiser et al. (1997, equation 12). The adiabatic expansion work
done by the fluid increases the volume at the expense of reducing the
energy in the synchrotron-emitting electrons. Equating this change
in energy with the electron energy density in our equation (A6), we
find that the low-energy cut-off of electrons in the lobe is related to
the hotspot value (subscript h) as


ph (ti ) (1−c )/ c (s−2)
γmin
Emin
=
≈
.
(A7)
Emin,h
γmin,h
p(ti )
Kaiser (2000) proposed an empirical relationship between the hotspot and lobe pressure based on the hydrodynamical simulations of Kaiser & Alexander (1999),
ph (ti )/p(ti ) = (2.14 − 0.52β)(A/2)2.04 − 0.25β , where the density profile is approximated locally as ρ ∝ r−β . For a typical radio source
with an axis ratio (i.e. one-sided lobe length divided by radius of
cross-section) of A = 4, initial injection index s = 2.4 and expanding into a gas density profile ρ ∝ r−1.5 , we find that the low-energy
cut-off to the electron energy distribution is a factor of 2.5 lower
than at the hotspot assuming  c = 4/3, and a factor of 4.3 lower for
 c = 5/3.
The electron energy spectrum evolves from the moment of injection through to the time of observation as the electron population
loses internal energy. The rate of change of the Lorentz factor for
the electron population is given by
ap γ
4 σT 2
dγ
=
−
γ (uB + uC ),
dt
3c t
3 me c
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where σ T is the electron scattering cross-section. The first term
on the right-hand side accounts for adiabatic expansion losses of a
packet of electrons that expand adiabatically as dVpacket ∝ t −ap / c ,
whilst the second term combines the loss rate from both synchrotron
radiation and inverse-Compton scattering of CMB radiation.
The distribution of electron energies at time t is given by Kaiser
et al. (1997)
 
γi 2−s t 4ap /3c
dγ
N (γ , t, ti ) dγ = N0 2
γ
ti


γi 2−s p(t) 4/3c
dγ .
(A9)
= N0 2
γ
p(ti )
The second equality is added in order to model emission from
lobes with arbitrary expansion rates, described by evolution of pressure p(t). We generalize the analysis of Kaiser et al. (1997) to treat
arbitrary lobe expansion. The injection Lorentz factor γ i of electrons
emitting at the observing frequency γ (ν) is obtained by modifying
their equation 10 to yield the following recursive relation:
γn =

a (t
,t )/3
γn−1 tn p n−1 n c
,
ap (tn−1 ,tn )/3c
tn−1
− a2 (tn , tn−1 )γn−1

(A10)

where the time at the nth time-step tn and the corresponding Lorentz
factor γ n decrease from (t0 , γ 0 ) = (t, γ ) through to (tN , γ N ) = (ti ,
γ i ). Electrons injected into the lobes at very early times will suffer
strong losses, and as a result not appear in the observable range of
Lorentz factors at time t. These electrons are determined to have
infinite injection Lorentz factors using equation (A10) and will not
contribute to the emissivity of the radio lobe. Finally, the constant
a2 (tn , tn − 1 ) in this equation is defined in each time-step through the
relation


4σT uB (tn ) −ap a3
uC a4
a3
a4
tn (tn−1 − tn ) +
(t
− tn ) ,
a2 (tn , tn−1 ) =
3me c
a3
a4 n−1
(A11)
where a3 = 1 + ap (1 + 1/3 c ), a4 = 1 + ap /3 c and ap is the
exponent with which the lobe pressure changes locally, i.e. p ∝ t ap .
Through this method, we enable ap to be parametrized as a function
of time, which allows the emissivity to be modelled for generalized
environments and lobe expansion.
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